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ABSTRACT
Observations of the Rossiter-McLaughlin (RM) effect provide information on star-planet alignments,
which can inform planetary migration and evolution theories. Here, we go beyond the classical RM
modelling and explore the impact of a convective blueshift that varies across the stellar disc and non-
Gaussian stellar photospheric profiles. We simulated an aligned hot Jupiter with a 4 d orbit about a
Sun-like star and injected centre-to-limb velocity (and profile shape) variations based on radiative 3D
magnetohydrodynamic simulations of solar surface convection. The residuals between our modelling
and classical RM modelling were dependent on the intrinsic profile width and v sin i; the amplitude of
the residuals increased with increasing v sin i, and with decreasing intrinsic profile width. For slowly
rotating stars the centre-to-limb convective variation dominated the residuals (with amplitudes of
10s of cm s−1 to ∼1 m s−1); however, for faster rotating stars the dominant residual signature was
due a non-Gaussian intrinsic profile (with amplitudes from 0.5-9 m s−1). When the impact factor
was 0, neglecting to account for the convective centre-to-limb variation led to an uncertainty in the
obliquity of ∼10-20◦, even though the true v sin i was known. Additionally, neglecting to properly
model an asymmetric intrinsic profile had a greater impact for more rapidly rotating stars (e.g. v sin i
= 6 km s−1), and caused systematic errors on the order of ∼20◦ in the measured obliquities. Hence,
neglecting the impact of stellar surface convection may bias star-planet alignment measurements and
consequently also theories on planetary migration and evolution.
Subject headings: Line: profiles – Planets and satellites: detection – Sun: granulation – Stars: activity
– Stars: low-mass – Techniques: radial velocities
1. INTRODUCTION
Radial velocity (RV) precision is primarily limited by
instrumentation and our understanding of stellar spec-
tral lines. Consequently, the continued improvement in
instrumental precision demands an evermore accurate
treatment of spectral line behaviour. This is clearly ev-
ident now as current spectrographs, such as HARPS,
can routinely offer a precision of ∼ 0.5 m s−1, while as-
trophysical phenomena can distort stellar lines and in-
duce spurious velocity shifts ranging from several 10s
of cm s−1 to 100s of m s−1 for solar-type stars (due
to, for example, variations in gravitational redshift, stel-
lar surface (magneto-)convection, natural oscillations,
meridional circulation, spots, plages, and the atten-
uation of convective blueshift surrounding regions of
high magnetic field; Cegla et al. 2012; Saar & Donahue
1997; Schrijver & Zwaan 2000; Dumusque et al. 2011b;
Beckers 2007; Dumusque et al. 2011a; Boisse et al. 2011;
Meunier & Lagrange 2013.)
Additionally, it is clear that the need for an accu-
rate description of even low-amplitude phenomena will
only intensify as spectrographs, such as ESPRESSO
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(Pepe et al. 2014), promise precisions of 10 cm s−1 or
better by as early as 2017. Such astrophysical phenom-
ena affect any high precision RV study. Spectroscopic
observations of exoplanets are particularly affected by
these phenomena as it can be extremely difficult to dis-
entangle planetary and stellar signals from one another.
This is in addition to the fact that stellar signals can
masquerade as planetary signals (e.g. Queloz et al. 2001;
Desidera et al. 2004; Hue´lamo et al. 2008; Figueira et al.
2010; Santos et al. 2014; Robertson et al. 2015).
Furthermore, ignoring certain astrophysical effects
may introduce errors in our measurements of star-planet
systems, which could ultimately impact planet formation
and evolution theories. For example, Shporer & Brown
(2011) have shown that ignoring stellar surface convec-
tion in transit observations of the Rossiter-McLaughlin
(RM) effect (Rossiter 1924; McLaughlin 1924; Winn
2007) can lead to a deviation in the RVs on the m s−1
level, which the authors postulate will affect the mea-
sured spin-orbit alignment angle. Convection on the
surface of solar-type stars results in a net convective
blueshift (CB) of the spectral lines due to the fact that
the uprising (blueshifted) granules are brighter and cover
a greater surface area than the downflowing (redshifted)
intergranular lanes (for the Sun this value is ∼ -300
m s−1; Dravins 1987). Shporer & Brown (2011) pro-
duced a simple numerical model to illustrate this effect,
wherein they considered the CB to be a constant value
that varied across the stellar disc due to limb darkening
and projected area. However, they acknowledged that
such a model neglected effects from meridional flows,
differential rotation, differences in CB for various stel-
2lar lines, as well as the dependence of the local ob-
served CB on the centre-to-limb angle, θ (often denoted
as µ = cos(θ)), and hence may underestimate the total
error in RM observations.
Indeed, solar observations and state-of-the-art 3Dmag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations (coupled with ra-
diative transport) clearly demonstrate that the observed
variation in local CB may vary considerably from that
predicted by projection effects alone (see Figure 1 – fur-
ther discussed in Section 2). This deviation is due to the
corrugated nature of granulation. Across the stellar limb
different aspects of the granulation are visible to the ob-
server, e.g. when granulation is viewed near the stellar
limb the tops of the granules and bottom of the inter-
granular lanes become hidden while the granular walls
become visible. Hence, there are variations in the line-
of-sight (LOS) velocities and flux that alter both the line
shape and centroid, and result in RV variations in the
observed local line profiles.
In this paper, we use the centre-to-limb variation in CB
predicted by a 3D MHD solar simulation, shown in Fig-
ure 1, to advance upon the analysis by Shporer & Brown
(2011). We create stellar surface models that include not
only stellar rotation and limb darkening, but also the
variation in CB due to granulation corrugation (whilst
accounting for the projected area at a given µ). We inject
a transiting planet into these stellar models and use the
planet as a probe to resolve the CB variation in simulated
Sun-as-a-star observations; this allows us to quantify the
impact of ignoring the CB variation on RM measure-
ments for Sun-like stars. We also independently quantify
the error on the projected spin-orbit misalignment angle
using the software tool SOAP-T (Oshagh et al. 2013a)
as well as the Sun-as-a-star model code developed in
Cegla et al. (2014).
In Section 2, we describe the two stellar models used
throughout this paper. We present the RM waveform
expected solely from a centre-to-limb variation in net CB
for a Sun-like star in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5,
we quantify the deviation of the RM curve due to CB
and the corresponding impact on the projected spin-orbit
alignment angle. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
2. THE STELLAR MODELS
Throughout this paper we use two stellar models, as
each has one particular advantages over the other. In
the first instance, we create a stellar grid following that
used in Cegla et al. (2014), hereafter C14, while in the
second instance we use the already established software
tool SOAP-T. One advantage of the C14 model is that we
can inject asymmetric line profiles to represent the stellar
photosphere (as opposed to the strictly Gaussian profiles
presently accepted by SOAP-T). Another advantage of
the C14 model is that, in a forthcoming paper, we can
include the variability of the ratio between granular and
intergranular lanes on the stellar surface (as the gran-
ules evolve this ratio constantly changes and contributes
a disc integrated RV variability on the order of 10s of
cm s−1). On the other hand, the advantage of SOAP-
T is that it is a well-tested numerical model currently
used in the literature, and represents a typical numerical
approach to modelling the RM waveform.
The C14 stellar grid was designed to incorporate line
profiles from 3D MHD simulations. As such, a 3D sphere
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Fig. 1.— The average granulation RVs, relative to disc centre,
over an ∼ 80 minute time-series from the MHD solar simulation
presented in Cegla et al. (2014) as a function of stellar centre-to-
limb angle (red dots). A solid (black) line illustrates a fourth order
polynomial fit to the data, and a dashed (black) line illustrates the
predicted variation in convective blueshift due solely to projected
area for the Sun (i.e. a constant blueshift × cos(θ)).
is covered in tiles with an area as close as possible to the
area of the simulation snapshots; the 3D grid is then pro-
jected onto a 2D plane (as seen by the observer). The
SOAP-T stellar grid, however, is constructed directly in
the 2D plane, with a tile size optimised for planet transit
analysis. Both codes inject into each tile a line profile
(representative of the stellar photosphere) including the
effects of limb darkening, projected area, and stellar ro-
tational velocity shifts5. A planetary transit is simulated
by masking the tiles that correspond to the region behind
the planet, and integrating over the stellar disc.
The main difference between these two models is that
the C14 grid is tiled on a 3D surface and projected onto
a 2D plane, whereas the SOAP-T grid originates in the
2D plane. This means that the C14 grid has a greater
number of visible tiles near the stellar limb than it does
near disc centre, whereas the SOAP-T grid has an even
number of tiles throughout the stellar disc. Hence, some
differences in the RM curves between the two models are
expected since the tiling is slightly different. When we
examined the residuals between the two stellar models,
we concluded that although there were differences on the
cm s−1 level that such differences were unlikely to affect
the conclusions; see Appendix A for details.
In this paper, we only consider the impact of the local
CB, without temporal variations. In the first instance,
we modelled the local intrinsic line profiles as Gaussians.
We use a quadratic limb-darkening law, where the coef-
ficients (c1 = 0.29, c2 = 0.34) were determined by fit-
ting the intensities from the MHD simulations in C14
(a quadratic limb-darkening law was chosen to match
SOAP-T). The RVs for each observation were determined
by the mean of a Gaussian fit to the disc-integrated
line profiles. This technique was chosen as it is the
same procedure used by the HARPS pipeline. Note
that the HARPS pipeline operates on the CCF (cross-
correlation function) created by the cross-correlation of
the observed spectral absorption lines with a weighted
5 For this work solid body rotation is assumed in order to isolate
the impact from convection.
3template mask, and our disc-integrated profiles serve as
a proxy for the CCFs. It is also important to note that
a Gaussian fit only provides the true velocity centroid if
the observed line profiles (and CCFs) are symmetric (see
Collier Cameron et al. 2010, and Section 4.1 for more de-
tails). Finally, each model was assigned the same star-
planet properties; these are summarised in Table 1. In
this work we modelled the transit of a 4 d hot Jupiter
around a Sun-like star with an orbit that is aligned with
the stellar spin axis. If not otherwise stated, the orbital
inclination was 90◦ (impact factor b = 0); this inclination
was chosen so that the planet transited the maximum
centre-to-limb positions across the stellar disc (note we
do not suffer a degeneracy between the projected obliq-
uity and the v sin i, despite a zero impact factor, because
we know the true stellar rotation of our model stars).
TABLE 1
Star and planet parameters in the model RM observations
Parameter Star Planet
Period variablea 4 d
Mass 1 M⊙ 1 MJ
Radius 1 R⊙ 1 RJ
Eccentricity – 0
Inclination 90◦ –
Impact Factor – variableb
Tperi – 0
Ω – 90◦
γ – 0◦
aStellar rotation was varied throughout, corresponding to v sin i =
1− 10 km s−1.
bInitially b = 0, but in later sections it was varied to 0.25 and
0.5.
For each model we produced two sets of 93 observa-
tions, one with and one without the CB variation. These
were centred about mid-transit with a cadence of 200 s
(this gives close to 1 hr of out-of-transit time on either
side of the transit). In the zero CB models, the intrinsic
line profiles were only Doppler shifted by the appropriate
stellar rotational velocity (no other line shifting mecha-
nisms are included). For models with CB, the intrinsic
profiles were shifted by both the stellar rotation and the
simulated local CB variation from the solar simulations
in C14.
The solar simulations in C14 were created with the
MURaM code (Vo¨gler et al. 2005), which has a simula-
tion box corresponding to a physical size of 12 × 12 Mm2
in the horizontal directions and 1.4 Mm in the vertical
direction. The initial magnetic field was 200 G, which
is only slightly higher than the unsigned average mag-
netic field in the ‘quiet’ solar photosphere (i.e. 130 G;
Trujillo Bueno et al. 2004). The photospheric plasma
parameters from the MHD model were used to synthesise
the 6302.5 A˚ Fe I line (with the STOPRO code). A time-
sequence of 190 individual snapshots was produced, with
a cadence of ∼ 30 s (except near the start of the simula-
tion where the cadence was closer to 15 s). The sequence
covers approximately 80 min., corresponding to ∼ 10-20
granular lifetimes. See Cegla et al. (2013) for further de-
tails on the simulation at disc centre. To create snapshots
off disc centre, the horizontal layers of the simulation box
were shifted to allow the LOS ray to penetrate the box
from different angles. Centre-to-limb angles from 0-80◦
were simulated in 2◦ steps – this step-size was largely set
by computational constraints (Cegla et al. 2015).
To determine the variation in local CB as a function of
centre-to-limb angle, the line profiles from all snapshots
in the time-sequence (at all stellar limb positions) were
cross-correlated with one line profile from a single snap-
shot at disc centre. The disc centre template profile was
chosen at random from the simulation time-series to set
the zero-point for the cross-correlation, which was ulti-
mately removed since we are only interested in the rel-
ative centre-to-limb variations. The peaks of the CCFs
(from a second order polynomial fit) were used to deter-
mine the velocity shifts. To minimise the temporal in-
fluence (i.e. granulation evolution effects), all velocities
at a given stellar limb position were averaged together
over the 80 min. time-series6; the results are shown as
red dots in Figure 1. To incorporate the CB variation
in SOAP-T, we fit a fourth order polynomial to these
points (solid line in Figure 1). For consistency, the same
polynomial was used to introduce the CB velocity shifts
in the C14 grid. Note we opted not to extrapolate the
net CB beyond the 80◦ centre-to-limb angle; this was be-
cause the slope of the polynomial fit at this limb angle is
very steep (predicting an increase of 300 m s−1 from 80-
90◦) and since we do not know if this is truly physical we
opted for a slight underestimation of the CB variation
as opposed to a potentially large over estimation. All
tiles with a centre-to-limb angle greater than 80◦ were
assigned the net CB corresponding to 80◦.
3. RM WAVEFORM FROM CENTRE-TO-LIMB CB
VARIATIONS
If the observed stellar surface velocities are only due
to rotation, then a non-rotating star will have no RV
anomaly during the planet transit and hence the RM
waveform will be a flat line at zero velocity. However, in
the presence of centre-to-limb CB variations, RV anoma-
lies will still be apparent. To investigate the nature of
such a signal, we injected the transiting planet into a
system with the position-dependent net CB (shown in
Figure 1) for a non-rotating star. Since SOAP-T is not
designed to handle zero stellar rotation, this test was only
performed using the C14 grid. In this instance, we in-
jected Gaussian line profiles with a FWHM of 5 km s−1;
this width was chosen as it is similar to the aforemen-
tioned 6302.5 A˚ Fe I line profile (from the 3D MHD solar
simulations) at disc centre and therefore represents a re-
alistic FWHM given the injected CB. The measured RVs
for this set of observations is shown in Figure 2 (along-
side a schematic of the planet transit, colour-coded by the
net convective velocities relative to disc centre). The RVs
near ingress and egress are blueshifted since the planet
obscures the local CBs with the highest redshifts (rela-
tive to disc centre) and redshifts near mid-transit where
the planet obscures more blueshifted regions of the stellar
disc. Hence, from Figure 2 we can see that a local varia-
tion in CB contributes to the RV anomaly observed dur-
ing transit, and leads to a non-zero RM waveform even
when no stellar rotation is observed (the exact shape and
6 Note that shorter averaging timescales introduce scatter about
the mean values over the entire (80-min.) time series, i.e. scatter
about the red points plotted in Figure 1. For example, 5 minute
averages introduce scatter of ∼ ± 50 m s−1 for positions < 60◦
and ∼ ± 10 m s−1 (or less) further toward the limb.
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Fig. 2.— Main: The measured RVs from a transit injected into
the C14 grid for a non-rotating star (with Gaussian line profiles
injected into the disc with a FWHM= 5 km s−1). Inset: Schematic
of the planet transit across the stellar disc, colour-coded by the log
of net convective velocities relative to disc centre.
amplitude of this waveform will depend on the planet-to-
star ratio and the convective properties of the star).
It is also important to note that the inclusion of the
CB variation across the stellar limb causes an asymmetry
in the disc-integrated line profiles. This asymmetry is
seen even for out-of-transit observations and even if the
intrinsic profiles are Gaussian. Moreover, it leads to non-
zero out-of-transit RVs in the models with CB (that are
removed as we are only interested in the relative RVs).
This effect is similar to the ‘C’-shape bisector seen in
stellar observations of cool stars (Gray 2005). In this
instance, the asymmetry arises from the combination of
limb-darkening and radial CB variation, i.e. the brightest
regions of the disc (near the centre) will have profiles with
a much bluer net CB compared to the darker regions of
the disc (near the limb), that will have profiles with a
local CB that is redshifted relative to the value at disc
centre. Hence, integrated annuli near disc centre will
have a different brightness and net RV shift compared
to those near the limb, and summing over these annuli
creates the asymmetry. The level of asymmetry will vary
based on the FWHM of the injected line profile and the
stellar rotation. This asymmetry also depends on the
shape and amplitude of the centre-to-limb CB, which is
expected to increase with decreasing magnetic field (as
the convective flows will flow more freely), and on the
observed stellar lines and the spectral type (note varying
these parameters is beyond the scope of this paper).
4. RM CURVES WITH AND WITHOUT CB EFFECTS
4.1. The impact of v sin i and intrinstic profile FWHM
The observed RVs depend not only on the given star-
planet system (i.e. star/planet masses, radii, orbital sep-
aration, inclination, and alignment), but also on the line
broadening inherent to the star as this impacts the ob-
served line profile asymmetries, and hence the measured
line centre. The disc-integrated profile width/shape
depends on the observed stellar rotation (i.e. v sin i)
and the intrinsic profile width (set largely by convec-
tive broadening, i.e. ‘macroturbulence’, and thermal
broadening – and to a lesser extent a number of col-
lisional broadening mechanisms), as well as the instru-
mental profile. Consequently, we explored the resid-
uals between observations with and without CB (i.e.
RMwithCB − RMwithoutCB) for systems with a variety
of stellar rotation rates and injected profile FWHMs.
We remind the reader that at this stage all models are
injected with local Gaussian profiles (though the disc-
integrated CB model profiles are asymmetric).
The residual RM curves for stars with a fixed intrin-
sic profile FWHM of 5 km s−1 and v sin i from 1 - 10
km s−1 are shown in Figure 3 for both stellar mod-
els (left: SOAP-T; right: C14 grid). One might ex-
pect the amplitude of these residuals to decrease once
the LOS stellar rotation is large enough to dominate
the RVs over the variation in local CB. Interestingly,
this is not observed (however, do note that this is
the case if the residuals are normalised by the max-
imum amplitude of the RM signal). The amplitude
of these residuals varies from ∼0.1-1 m s−1, depend-
ing on v sin i, which will be important for, and de-
tectable with, future instruments such as ESPRESSO.7
For the slowly rotating stars, these residuals show a sim-
ilar overall behaviour to that seen in Figure 2. How-
ever, as v sin i becomes larger than the injected pro-
file FWHM the ingress and egress regions switch from
blueshifted to redshifted. The origin for this unexpected
behaviour is not clear, but could be related to the er-
rors introduced when fitting a Gaussian function to an
asymmetric profile and/or because the limb contribution
(where the net CB is most redshifted) impacts the disc-
integrated profile more once the v sin i is greater than the
intrinsic broadening (Gray & Toner 1985; Smith et al.
1987; Dravins & Nordlund 1990; Bruning & Saar 1990).
Greater stellar rotation also leads to an increased redshift
at mid-transit and a decreased redshift in the regions
between ingress/egress and mid-transit. Hence, a larger
stellar rotation increases the overall amplitude between
the local maxima and minima in this region (which ex-
cludes the ingress/egress points). The behaviour of these
residuals is similar in both SOAP-T and the C14 grid,
though the exact shape and amplitude of the curves does
differ slightly (likely due to the tiling differences). We
also found a very similar, though opposite, behaviour
in the residuals when we held the v sin i constant (at
5 km s−1) and varied the injected line profile FWHM;
this is because the shape of the disc-integrated profile
depends heavily on both the rotational broadening and
the width of the intrinsic profiles on the stellar surface.
Note that unlike the RM curve in Figure 2 (which had
CB variation, but no stellar rotation), these residuals are
not symmetric about mid-transit (in agreement with that
found in Dravins et al. 2015); this is particularly evident
in the ingress/egress regions. From a purely mathemati-
cal point-of-view, these residuals should be symmetric as
they are the result of an odd function (stellar rotation
RVs) being subtracted from a function which is the sum
of an odd and even function (stellar rotation RVs + ra-
dial CB variations). To understand the non-symmetric
residuals, it is important to keep in mind that the RVs
7 We note that in this RV regime, other physical effects such as
gravitational microlensing of the transiting planet may also need
to be taken into account (Oshagh et al. 2013b).
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Fig. 3.— Residual RM curves for both SOAP-T (left) and the C14 grid (right), where the residuals are defined as observations with CB
- observations without CB. In both cases the FWHM of the injected profile is 5 km s−1 and the v sin i is varied from 1 - 10 km s−1.
are measured by fitting a Gaussian function to the ob-
served disc-integrated line profile.
Fitting a Gaussian function to an asymmetric line pro-
file does not provide the true velocity centroid of the visi-
ble light. If we are interested in relative velocity changes
then this offset does not matter, as long as the asym-
metry remains the same. For a (model) star with CB
and without stellar rotation (see Section 3), the asymme-
tries in the disc-integrated line profiles will change during
transit. However, since the CB is an even function, these
asymmetries will be the same for a given centre-to-limb
position, and will lead to symmetric RVs (for aligned
star-planet systems) as the offsets in the true velocity
centroid will also be symmetric. For (model) stars with
stellar rotation and without CB, the asymmetries will be
mirror images of one another about mid-transit (hence
the typical RM effect) and will lead to RVs that are sym-
metric about mid-transit8. For stars with both CB and
stellar rotation, the asymmetries are not the same for a
given centre-to-limb angle, nor are they mirror images
of one another. As a result, the offset in absolute veloc-
ity as measured by the Gaussian function will vary in a
complex way. Hence, the RVs will not represent perfectly
the sum of an odd and even function and therefore the
RM residuals between the observations with and with-
out CB will not be perfectly symmetric (however, note
that the asymmetry in the residuals found here is on
the <10 cm s−1 level). This is a fundamental limitation
of the Gaussian fit RV technique, which can introduce
offsets/systematic errors into high precision RV studies
(e.g. see Triaud et al. 2009; Collier Cameron et al. 2010;
Miller et al. 2010, and references therein). Furthermore,
both Hirano et al. (2010) and Boue´ et al. (2013) have
shown that the errors introduced by the Gaussian ap-
proximation will scale with both v sin i and intrinsic pro-
file width. Accordingly, we believe that the increase in
8 Note that although these RVs will be symmetric about mid-
transit, the errrors introduced from the Gaussian fit can still bias
the analysis. For example, Triaud et al. (2009) proposed that the
errors introduced by the Gaussian approximation were responsible
for the m s−1 residuals between their measured RVs and RM model
for the transit of HD 189733 b. Additionally, they argued that if
these errors were not taken into account the measured v sin i could
be off by as much as ∼ 300 m s−1 for this system.
amplitude of the residuals in Figure 3 is at least partially
due to the errors introduced by fitting Gaussians to the
disc-integrated profiles in order to obtain the RV.
To illustrate the shapes of the disc-integrated line pro-
files on either side of mid-transit, we show profiles at
ingress divided by those at egress (where the asymme-
try in the RM residuals seen in Figure 3 is largest) in
the top plot in Figure 4; the two bumps are due to the
Doppler shift between the profiles and any difference in
line shape. These are presented only for the C14 grid and
only for the observations which varied the v sin i; analysis
using SOAP-T (and varying the FWHM) showed similar
results. If the above reasoning is correct (and the Gaus-
sian approximation is responsible for the asymmetry in
the RM residuals) then the models that include both ro-
tation and CB must create profiles that differ in a way
that is not a simple mirror image. If the profiles are mir-
ror images of one another, then flipping and reversing all
the flux values that correspond to the redshifted velocity
space should result in points that lie exactly on top of
those in the blueshifted velocity space. This test is shown
in the middle and bottom plots in Figure 4 for the mod-
els excluding and including CB, respectively. From these
we see that the profiles without CB are in fact mirror
images of one another (as expected from stellar rotation
alone). We also see that the profiles including CB shifts
are definitely not mirror images of one another. Hence,
this allows for the possibility that the errors in the RV
measurement due to the Gaussian fit may differ between
these profiles and could therefore produce RV shifts that
are not equal in magnitude.
4.2. The impact of line profile shape/symmetry
We also explored the impact of injecting an asymmet-
ric intrinsic line profile into the stellar disc. In the first
case, we injected one line profile throughout the C14
grid randomly chosen from a disc centre snapshot in the
solar (MHD) simulation time-series (SOAP-T does not
yet have the ability to accept asymmetric line profiles);
such a profile was chosen as the asymmetries are realis-
tic and representative of those produced by solar surface
(magneto-)convection. The left plot in Figure 5 shows
the residuals of the RM curve comparing model stars
6with Gaussian intrinsic line profiles and no CB, to those
that include CB and have asymmetric line profiles for dif-
ferent v sin i (1 - 10 km s−1). For very slow rotators (i.e.
v sin i ≤ 2 km s−1) the differences are ≤∼ 0.5 m s−1 and
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Fig. 4.— Top: Residuals from a line profile at ingress divided
by the equivalent profile at egress for observations with (solid) and
without (dashed) CB for stars with varying v sin i. Middle: Same
as top, but only for model without CB and where the redshifted flux
values have been flipped, reversed and over plotted as dashed lines.
Bottom: Same as middle, but for the model with CB included.
therefore difficult to detect with current instrumentation
(but not beyond the reach of future spectrographs). For
faster rotators (3 km s−1 ≤ v sin i ≤ 10 km s−1) the
differences can be as large as ∼ 1 - 4 m s−1 in ampli-
tude, and are therefore readily detectable with current
spectrographs such as HARPS, HARPS-N, and HIRES
(note, that for higher v sin i the total amplitude of the
signal will also be higher, and the relative impact on the
RM modelling may be less significant). For the faster ro-
tators, the effects of the CB variation become less visible
and the impact of the profile shape dominates. How-
ever, what might be more significant than the amplitude
of the residuals is the asymmetries present between the
RVs on either side of mid-transit, as well as the net ve-
locity at mid-transit (which is non-zero and dependent
on the v sin i). These asymmetries in the RM curve may
be incorrectly interpreted as a non-zero spin-orbit mis-
alignment since the impact factor is usually fixed by the
light curve.
In reality, the intrinsic line shape changes as a func-
tion of centre-to-limb angle. To examine this effect, we
used the same simulation snapshot as before (to avoid
changes from granular evolution), but injected profiles
from the snapshot when inclined as close as possible to
the same centre-to-limb angles as the tiles in the stel-
lar grid. The residuals between the stars that excluded
CB and had intrinsic Gaussian profiles and those stars
with CB and the limb-dependent asymmetric profiles are
shown in the right of Figure 5. These residuals are much
larger in amplitude than any of the previous, with RVs
near 10 m s−1 for the fastest rotators. If the observed
CCF of the local stellar photosphere varies as much as
the injected line profile from the radiative 3D MHD sim-
ulation, then these differences should be easily detectable
(note that an observed CCF may experience less centre-
to-limb variability since it is created from the information
content of thousands of lines that have a variety of gran-
ulation sensitivity). We note that a high sampling rate
at ingress/egress would be beneficial for such an empiri-
cal verification since these regions experience the largest
discrepancies.
5. THE IMPACT OF CENTRE-TO-LIMB CB VARIATIONS
ON SPIN-ORBIT MISALIGNMENT MEASUREMENTS
In the previous section we have shown that ignoring
the effects of CB and the formation of asymmetric line
profiles can alter predicted RVs by 10s of cm s−1 to m
s−1. However, the RM effect is primarily studied to de-
termine the alignment of planetary systems with respect
to the host star spin axis.
As such, we wish to quantify the impact of the con-
vective centre-to-limb variation on measurements of the
projected spin-orbit alignment angle, λ. To do so we sim-
ulated the aforementioned aligned(λ = 0◦) star-planet
system with a stellar model that included the CB varia-
tion to act as our observed data. To fit these simulated
observations, we applied models that assumed no con-
vective blueshift terms, and intrinsic Gaussian profiles –
inline with traditional RM studies. To fit the data, λ
was allowed to vary ±30◦ in 1◦ intervals; the fits were
generated using both the C14 and SOAP-T packages9.
9 Note we did further test fits with 10◦ steps in λ from 40-90◦ to
ensure the fits did not change outside the chosen ±30◦ fit interval.
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Fig. 5.— Left: Residual RM curves for model observations where v sin i was varied from 1 - 10 km s−1. The residuals were constructed
as the difference between the model stars where the grid was injected with Gaussian line profiles with a FWHM of 5 km s−1 excluding CB,
and model stars injected with one asymmetric line profile chosen at random from a disc centre snapshot of the radiative 3D MHD solar
simulation including CB variations. Right: Same as Left, but injected with asymmetric profiles chosen from the (same) solar simulation
snapshot when inclined from 0-80◦ on the stellar disc (rather than injecting the disc centre profile everywhere).
Since the RM residuals between models with and
without CB are dependent on the stellar rotation, we
performed this comparison for both a slow (v sin i =
2 km s−1) and moderately rapidly (v sin i = 6 km s−1)
rotating star. The RM signal is also dependent on the
correct modelling of the intrinsic profile shape, hence we
repeated these tests while varying the intrinsic profile in
the stellar model representing the observed data. The in-
jected intrinsic profiles were either Gaussian (matching
the fitted data), or a single asymmetric profile (from the
MHD simulation at disc centre), or a range of asymmet-
ric profiles (from a single MHD snapshot of granulation,
inclined from 0-80◦ on the stellar disc).
We decided to also test two non-zero impact factors.
This is because for an impact factor of zero, the sym-
metry of the RM signal is unaffected by the spin-orbit
alignment if one assumes the observed RV signal origi-
nates only from stellar rotation and the intrinsic profile is
Gaussian. In this scenario, changing the alignment only
alters the amplitude of the RM signal (similar to a change
in stellar rotation rate – note since we know the true
stellar rotation we do not suffer the usual degeneracies
between v sin i and the projected obliquity when fitting
a system with b = 0). On the other hand, the shape of
the RM signal from transits with non-zero impact factors
are influenced by the spin-orbit alignment (and hence are
typically targeted for RM observations). Including the
CB variation (and asymmetric intrinsic profiles) alters
the symmetry of the RM signal, regardless of the impact
factor. Hence, for a more complete view of the influence
of convection on the measurements of λ we also consider
impact factors of 0.25 and 0.5. Exploring additional im-
pact factors is beyond the scope of this paper and will
be pursued in forthcoming publications.
To determine the impact on the measured λ, we per-
formed a χ2 minimisation between the models with CB
and those without. Before doing so, we added Gaussian
noise at the 0.5 m s−1 level (consistent with high-quality
HARPS observations) to the models with CB acting as
the observed data. The χ2 calculation was then deter-
mined in a Monte-Carlo fashion by repeating the cal-
culation 1000 times for different generations of random
noise. The average χ2 of the 1000 generations was then
used to compare the models with CB to the models with-
out CB, with the best-fit model corresponding to the χ2
minimum. The obliquities that correspond to the best-fit
models can be found in Table 2, alongside the reduced
χ2 (shown to illustrate the goodness of fit between mod-
els, hereafter χ2r). The error quoted on λ corresponds to
the 3σ confidence interval on the χ2 minimum (i.e. since
we have 1 free parameter, λ, this interval corresponds
to a ∆χ2 = 9); note that at times an uncertainty of 0◦
arose due to the limitation of our 1◦ step-size in λ – for
these systems the fitted λ was allowed to vary in finer
0.1◦ steps.
If the true intrinsic profile can indeed be represented by
a Gaussian function, then our best-fit models indicated
little or no spin-orbit misalignment. This was regardless
of the impact factor and v sin i chosen, with each scenario
achieving a χ2r near 1 – though there was one instance
when comparing with SOAP-T that the χ2r is closer to 2
(fast rotator when b = 0.25). Additionally, for the C14
grid we found the 3σ confidence interval corresponded to
a variation in λ of ∼10◦ when b = 0, but decreased to a
variation of only 1-2◦ for non-zero impact factors.
If the true intrinsic profile is instead represented by a
single (i.e. constant across the stellar disc) asymmetric
profile, then for the slowly rotating star we can still re-
cover λ values that indicate spin-orbit alignment. Again
the errors on λ were much larger when b = 0 for the
C14 comparison, but the fit was worse than when the
true intrinsic profile was Gaussian. For the fast rotator
with b=0, there were two local minima at λ = ±23± 1◦
for the C14 case and two local minima at λ = −25 and
+23+12
−5
◦ for the SOAP-T case (see bottom right of Fig-
ure 6 for illustration of the two local minima); the fit was
also much worse with χ2r = 2.72 and 2.79, respectively.
Hence, for this case we could not recover the spin-orbit
alignment when ignoring the CB effects. When b = 0.25
and 0.5, we were able to recover the spin-orbit alignment,
but then the fits achieved a χ2r = 7.53 and 6.56, respec-
8TABLE 2
Recovered obliquities of the aligned model RM observations as determined by χ2 minimisation
Stellar Grid C14
Impact Factor b=0.0 b=0.25 b=0.5
v sin i
Intrinsic Profile Represented by a Gaussian
2 km s−1 λ = −5+17
−6
◦; χ2r = 1.19 λ = 2
+1
−2
◦; χ2r = 1.06 λ = 0.3
+1.5
−0.9
◦; χ2r = 1.07
6 km s−1 λ = 0+8
−7
◦; χ2r = 1.25 λ = 0.5± 0.6
◦; χ2r = 1.05 λ = 0.1
+0.3
−0.2
◦; χ2r = 1.02
Intrinsic Profile Represented by a Single Asymmetric Profile
2 km s−1 λ = 3+10
−16
◦; χ2r = 1.39 λ = 2± 2
◦; χ2r = 1.22 λ = 1± 1
◦; χ2r = 1.19
6 km s−1 λ = ±23± 1◦; χ2r = 2.72 λ = 1.5
+0.7
−0.3
◦; χ2r = 7.53 λ = 0.7
+0.2
−0.4
◦; χ2r = 6.56
Intrinsic Profile Represented by a Range of Asymmetric Profiles
2 km s−1 λ = 3+6
−12
◦; χ2r = 1.21 λ = 1
+2
−1
◦; χ2r = 1.16 λ = 1± 1
◦; χ2r = 1.37
6 km s−1 λ = ±27± 1◦; χ2r = 4.41 λ = 0.1
+0.6
−0.5
◦; χ2r = 18.85 λ = 0.5
+0.2
−0.4
◦; χ2r = 10.96
Stellar Grid SOAP-T
Intrinsic Profile Represented by a Gaussian
2 km s−1 λ = −3+8
−5
◦; χ2r = 1.18 λ = −2
+10
−12
◦; χ2r = 1.05 λ = −1
+8
−7
◦; χ2r = 1.18
6 km s−1 λ = −6+11
−6
◦; χ2r = 1.05 λ = 0
+4
−6
◦; χ2r = 1.97 λ = 0± 3
◦; χ2r = 1.14
Intrinsic Profile Represented by a Single Asymmetric Profile
2 km s−1 λ = −11+3
−2
◦; χ2r = 1.27 λ = −1
+12
−14
◦; χ2r = 1.32 λ = −4
+6
−8
◦; χ2r = 1.03
6 km s−1 λ = −25,+23+12
−5
◦; χ2r = 2.79 λ = −2
+10
−8
◦; χ2r = 3.95 λ = −1
+6
−5
◦; χ2r = 2.33
Intrinsic Profile Represented by a Range of Asymmetric Profiles
2 km s−1 λ = −5+8
−7
◦; χ2r = 1.02 λ = 5
+8
−7
◦; χ2r = 1.02 λ = −2
+9
−8
◦; χ2r = 1.06
6 km s−1 λ = ±27+10
−5
◦; χ2r = 2.75 λ = 0
+8
−7
◦; χ2r = 4.31 λ = −1± 6
◦; χ2r = 3.63
tively for the C14 case and 3.95 and 2.33, respectively,
for the SOAP-T case. Note that given the degrees of
freedom in this data set, according to a χ2 distribution
there is a < 0.1% probability of achieving a χ2r > 1.8,
and therefore any fits with such a high χ2r should not be
trusted.
Finally, we considered the case when the true intrinsic
profiles were represented by limb-dependent asymmetric
profiles. In this case, the fits respond similarly to the
previous case with the constant asymmetric profile: the
errors on λ were higher when b = 0 for the C14 case, and
alignment was found for all impact factors for the slowly
rotating star and also for the fast star when b 6= 0. The
main difference between considering a range of asymmet-
ric profiles, as compared to a single (constant) asymmet-
ric profile, was that the goodness of fit was significantly
worse for the fast rotating star when comparing with the
C14 grid (with χ2r = 4.41, 18.85, and 10.96 for b = 0,
0.25, and 0.5, respectively). We note that such poor
fits could cause observers to assume they have under-
estimated their errors, even if they have in fact obtained
the true obliquity. In turn, this may prompt a renormal-
isation of the errors to achieve a best fit χ2r closer to 1;
in which case, some errors on λ reported in the literature
may actually be overestimated for faster rotators.
In general, the C14 grid produced much larger error on
λ when b = 0, and also to a lesser extent when the star
rotated slower. This is because the χ2-λ distribution has
a broad minima when b = 0 that narrows with higher im-
pact factors (and is also slightly narrower for the faster
star) – see Figure 6 for examples. Hence, there is a de-
generacy between the minimum χ2 and the recovered λ,
at least for very low impact factors. This indicates a po-
tential degeneracy between recoverable obliquities and
the CB variation. However, the narrowing of the χ2-λ
distribution for higher impact factors indicates that this
potential degeneracy may weaken when b 6= 0. Note that
we cannot conclude that a degeneracy between CB and
λ can be completely broken for non-zero impact factors
as this would require us to explore a range of impact fac-
tors and star-planet systems, as well as allowing for ad-
ditional effects such as differential rotation (all of which
is beyond the scope of this paper, but will be pursued in
forthcoming publications).
Overall, our results provide evidence that the presence
of a variable CB may inflate errors on λ, at least for very
low impact factors. Additionally, both stellar grids show
that neglecting to model an asymmetric intrinsic profile
is more important for fast rotators and may result in in-
correct misalignment measurements and/or very poorly
fit models (which may cause observers to overestimate
their errors in an attempt to improve the fit).
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Throughout this paper, we go beyond the classical RM
modelling by including the expected variations across the
stellar disc in the both the net convective blueshift and
the stellar photospheric profile shape. To study the im-
pact of these variations we used two different stellar mod-
els, SOAP-T and the Sun-as-a-star grid from Cegla et al.
(2014). We simulated the transit of an aligned hot
Jupiter with a 4 d orbit, and explored a range of (solid
body) stellar rotation rates and intrinsic profile widths
and shapes. The convective centre-to-limb variation in
the model stars was based off results from a 3D MHD so-
lar surface simulation. The asymmetry/shape of the in-
trinsic profile, representing the stellar photosphere, was
varied by injecting granulation line profiles synthesised
from the aforementioned MHD simulation; note the sim-
ulated line profiles were taken from only one position in
time as we wanted to isolate the centre-to-limb variations
from any temporal variability (i.e. granular evolution).
We also quantified the impact of these convective effects
on the measured obliquity of this planetary system.
To quantify the impact on obliquity, we examined
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Fig. 6.— χ2 maps for four different systems, using the C14 grid. The solid vertical lines indicate the χ2 minima, the horizontal dashed
and dot-dashed lines represent the ∆χ2 = 9 regions, and the vertical dashed red lines indicate the corresponding λ limits that fall within
∆χ2 = 9 (and therefore indicate a 3σ confidence interval on the minimum χ2). Top and Bottom Left: illustrate the decrease in degeneracy
between χ2 and λ at increasing impact factor, in clockwise order (examples illustrated only for the Gaussian intrinsic profile scenario).
Bottom Right: illustrates a double χ2 minimum found (example is for the single asymmetric intrinsic profile scenario).
the best-fit (as determined by χ2 minimisation) between
models without convection (but with a variety of obliq-
uities) and models with convective centre-to-limb varia-
tions (and a variety of true intrinsic profile shapes, i.e.
Gaussian, constant asymmetric, range of asymmetries).
These tests were carried out for both a fast (v sin i = 6
km s−1) and slowly (v sin i = 2 km s−1) rotating star,
and for systems with impact factors of 0, 0.25, and 0.5.
The findings of our study are summarised below:
• The presence of a centre-to-limb variation in the
net convective blueshift produces an asymmetric
disc-integrated profile, even if the local intrinsic
line profiles are Gaussian. This is because limb
darkening creates an uneven weighting across the
radially symmetric centre-to-limb velocity shifts
(e.g. an annuli at disc centre has a different bright-
ness and net RV shift than an annuli near the limb).
• The RVs measured during transit should be the
sum of an odd (stellar rotation) and even (convec-
tive variation) function. However, this is not re-
flected in the velocity centroid determined from the
mean of a Gaussian fit because the profiles on the
blueshifted hemisphere have a different asymmetry
to those on the redshifted hemisphere (due to the
interplay of the rotation and convection). Hence,
the residuals between models with and without
convection are slightly asymmetric.
• The shape and amplitude of the residuals between
RM curves with and without a centre-to-limb con-
vective variation depend on the star’s v sin i and in-
trinsic profile FWHM. The amplitude of the resid-
uals increase with increasing v sin i, and decreas-
ing FWHM. We believe this unexpected behaviour
could be related to two phenomena. First, fitting
a Gaussian to an asymmetric profile produces off-
sets from the true velocity centroid, and these off-
sets/errors increase with increasing v sin i and de-
creasing FWHM. Second, it may be caused by the
increased contribution from the limb to the disc-
integrated profile at greater v sin i (Bruning & Saar
1990; Smith et al. 1987, and references therein),
where the net CB is most redshifted.
• When the v sin i of the star is less then the FWHM
of the intrinsic profile, the residuals between a
model star with and without a centre-to-limb con-
vective variation results in a blueshift at ingress
and egress (where the obscured convective veloci-
ties are most redshifted) and a redshift near mid-
transit (where the convective velocities are most
blueshifted). However, if the v sin i of the star is
greater than the FWHM of the intrinsic profile,
then the ingress and egress are also redshifted; the
reason for this behaviour is not clear, but it may
also be related to the RV fitting procedure and/or
the increased contribution from the net CB at the
10
limb once the v sin i is greater than the intrinsic
broadening (Gray & Toner 1985).
• The amplitude of the residuals between stars with
and without centre-to-limb convective variations
also depends on the correct modelling of the in-
trinsic line profile shapes. For slow rotators,
v sin i ≤ 2 km s−1, the impact of the convective
blueshift contribution can be seen in the residuals,
and dominates over the intrinsic profile modelling,
with amplitudes < 0.5 m s−1. While these effects
may be negligible now, this is unlikely to be the
case once spectrographs reach 10 cm s−1 precision.
For faster rotators, 3 km s−1 ≤ v sin i ≤ 10 km s−1,
an incorrect modelling of the intrinsic profile shape
dominates the residuals. If the true intrinsic pro-
file can be represented by one constant, asymmetric
profile (but is incorrectly modelled by a Gaussian),
the residuals ranged from ∼ 1 to 4 m s−1, but if the
asymmetries changed across the stellar disc then
the residuals ranged from ∼ 0.5 to 9 m s−1 (with
greater residuals for greater v sin i). The exact am-
plitude of the residuals will depend on the convec-
tive properties of the star and the level of asymme-
try of the observed intrinsic line profile/CCF, and
therefore may be greater or less than found here.
• For a hot Jupiter with a 4 d orbit about a Sun-like
star, neglecting to account for the centre-to-limb
variation in convective blueshift led to an uncer-
tainty in the obliquity of ∼10-20◦ for aligned sys-
tems with an impact factor of 0. We believe this
is due to a potential degeneracy between the pro-
jected obliquity, λ, and the convective blueshift.
The uncertainty on the obliquity may decrease for
non-zero impact factors, down to 1-3◦. However,
we cannot claim that such a degeneracy is com-
pletely broken as this was not found with both
stellar grids; and also because we have only tested
one aligned system under the assumption of solid
body rotation (ignoring granular evolution and
other contributions to the observed RVs). We also
found that neglecting to properly model an asym-
metric intrinsic profile may result in incorrect mis-
alignment measurements for fast rotators (off by
∼ 20◦ from the true projected obliquity). Addi-
tionally, incorrectly modelling the intrinsic profile
shape also produced worse model fits, especially for
the faster rotating stars which had ‘best-fit’ models
with extremely unlikely probabilities (< 0.1%).
In this paper, we have found that the convective centre-
to-limb variations in the stellar photosphere of a Sun-
like star have the potential to significantly affect the RM
waveform, even for the transit of a hot Jupiter. Not only
can these variations lead to residuals on the m s−1 level,
but if unaccounted for can also lead to both incorrect
(projected) obliquity measurements and incorrect error
estimations on the (projected) obliquity.
The residuals predicted between observed data and tra-
ditional RM models (that ignore the centre-to-limb vari-
ation in convection) should be measurable by current
spectrographs if the v sin i is greater than ∼ 3 km s−1
and if the shape of the intrinsic profile/CCF is non-
Gaussian. Herein, we have shown that these residuals
increase with increasing v sin i and decreasing intrinsic
profile FWHM. Furthermore, these effects may even be
able to explain some of the correlated residuals reported
in the literature between observed transits and previous
RM models (e.g. those found for HD 189733;Winn et al.
2006; Triaud et al. 2009 – note, this is in agreement with
the hypothesis put forward by Czesla et al. 2015 in their
study of the centre-to-limb intensity variations).
In forthcoming publications, we aim to search for these
effects observationally and also to predict them for a
variety of star-planet systems (e.g. with varying obliq-
uity, planet mass/radius/separation, impact factors, stel-
lar rotation, and spectral type/magnetic field strength).
Of particular importance is to quantify the convective
contribution to the observed RM signal for small plan-
ets, as it may completely dominate over the contribution
from stellar rotation (especially for slow rotators), and to
account for temporal variations from granular evolution.
As instrumental precision increases it is ever more im-
portant to correctly account for the contribution from
the stellar surface in the observed RVs of high precision
transit measurements. Our results indicate that neglect-
ing to do say may hamper and/or bias our interpretation
of planetary evolution and migration. Fortunately, some
of the residuals from failing to account for convection in
the observed RM waveform should be readily detectable,
and therefore may help confirm the proper way to include
the convective effects in future RM modelling.
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APPENDIX
COMPARING C14 GRID AND SOAP-T
Since we used two independent stellar models throughout the paper it is important to examine the differences
between the resultant RM curves. To do so, we inspected the residuals between the RM curves produced by each
model (i.e. C14 - SOAP-T), both with and without the CB variation. These residuals, for two systems, are shown in
Figure 7. One system has v sin i = 2 km s−1 and the other has v sin i = 6 km s−1, both have Gaussian profiles injected
with a FWHM = 5 km s−1. We examined these systems in case the residuals depended on the relationship between
the v sin i and the injected profile FWHM (since the average Gaussian fit to a CCF depends on both these quantities,
it is possible the aforementioned residuals may also be impacted; Hirano et al. 2010; Boue´ et al. 2013).
The residuals between the two models for observations without CB (red curves in Figure 7) show there is a small
mismatch (<∼10 cm s−1) throughout the transits between the two models. This mismatch is slightly larger for the
observations with a larger v sin i (up to ∼20 cm s−1). Given their behaviour, we believe this is due to the differences in
tiling between the two grids, which ultimately leads to a slightly different set of stellar rotational shifts. The residuals
for observations with CB (black curves in Figure 7) also show a small mismatch (<∼50 cm s−1) throughout the transit,
but the shape of this curve for both systems is peculiar. The exact cause of these strangely shaped residual curves
is not clear, but we believe this is a reflection of the relationship between stellar grid tiling, injected profile shifts,
and injected profile flux. Note that during this comparison we tried a variety of tiling changes designed to increase
precision within each model, but none of these significantly altered the residual shapes/amplitudes.
We note that the residuals between the two codes are on the same order of magnitude as the RM waveform due to
a variable CB across the disc. Consequently, these software packages could produce different results throughout the
paper. However, this is unlikely as the residuals between the two codes have very different shapes compared to the RM
waveform from CB alone. Moreover, the two codes are treated independently throughout the paper; the only exception
to this is in Section 5 when SOAP-T was used to fit the RM signals produced from the C14 grid when an asymmetric
intrinsic profile was considered (this was because at present SOAP-T cannot handle non-Gaussian profiles). Hence,
we do not expect the differences between the two software packages to impact our analysis of the results.
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Fig. 7.— Top: RM curves for both the C14 grid (black) and SOAP-T (red), for observations with (dashed) and without (solid) CB, for
two different systems: v sin i = 2 km s −1 (left) and v sin i = 6 km s −1 (right); the injected intrinsic profiles in each case had a FWHM =
5 km s−1. Bottom: The residuals between the C14 and SOAP-T RM curves for observations with (black) and without (red) CB, for both
systems. Note that the inclusion of the CB led to non-zero out-of-transit RVs for both models, which were subtracted from the RM curves
as we are interested in the relative RV variations.
